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Abstract

We consider the Intuitionistic fuzzification of the concept KU-ideal and the image (preimage) of 
KU-ideal in KU-algebra, and investigate some of there properties. Moreover, we introduce the 
notion of product of intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal in KU-algebras, and investigate some related 
properties.
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Introduction: 

In 1965, L. A. Zadeh [11] introduced the notion of a fuzzy subset of a set as a method for representing uncertainty 
in real physical world. As generalization of intuitionistic fuzzy subset was defined by K. T. Atanassov [1, 2] and it 
was extended to intuitionistic fuzzy ideal by Basnet and Benerjee [3, 4]. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets have also been 
defined by G. Takeuti and S. Titanti in [9]. G. Takeuti and S. Titanti however considered intuitionistic fuzzy logic 
in the narrow sense and derived a set theory from logic which they called intuitionistic fuzzy set theory. In [8], C. 
Prabpayak and U. Leerawat studied ideals and congruences of BCC-algebras.  ([5], [6]) and introduce a new 
algebraic structure which is called KU-algebras and investigated some related properties.  Xi [10] applied the 
concept of fuzzy set to BCK-algebras and gave some of its properties. Samy M. Mostafa, Mokhtar A. Abdel Naby 
and Moustafa M. Youssef [7] introduced fuzzy KU-ideals in KU-algebras.. In this paper, we introduce the notion 
of intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideals in KU-algebras and fuzzy intuitionistic image (preimage) of KU-ideals in KU-
algebras. We also introduce the Cartesian product of two intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideals in KU-algebras and 
investigate some results.

2000 Mathematics subjects classification: 03B52, 06F35, 03G25, 94D05.

2. Preliminaries:

Definition 2.1 [8]:
          An algebraic system )0,,( X of type (2, 0) is called a KU-algebra if it satisfying the following conditions:

     (1) ,0)]()[()(  zxzyyx
     (2) ,0 xx 
     (3) ,00 x
     (4) xyyx  0 implies ,yx  for all Xzyx ,, . 

In a KU-algebra X, we get 0)]0()0[()00(  xx . It follows that 0 xx for all Xx . And if we 

put 0y in (1), we obtain 0)(  zxz for all Xzx , . A subset S of a KU-algebra X is called subalgebra 

of X, if Syx , , implies Syx  .

Definition 2.2:
A non empty subset I of a KU-algebra X is said to be an KU-ideal of X if it satisfies: 
     (K1) ,0 I
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     (K2) Izyx  )( and Iy imply Izx  for all Xzyx and, .

Lemma 2.3[7]: 
          In KU-algebra )0,,( X , the following is hold

(i) yx  implies zxzy  , 

(ii) )()( xzyxyz  ,

(iii) 0])[(  xxyy . for all Xzyx and, . 

Example 2.4: 
       Let X = {0,1,2,3,4} be a set with a binary operation  defined by the following table:

 0 1 2 3 4

0 0 1 2 3 4

1 0 0 2 3 3

2 0 0 0 1 4

3 0 0 0 0 3

4 0 0 0 0 0

Then )0,,( X is a KU-algebra. 

3. fuzzy KU-ideal: 
Definition 3.1[7]:
  Let X be a KU-algebra. A fuzzy set  in X is called a fuzzy KU-ideal of X if it satisfies: 

     (FK1) ),()0( x 
     (FK2) )},()),((min{)( yzyxzx   for all Xzyx and, .

Lemma 3.2 [7]:
          Let  be a fuzzy ideal of KU-algebra X. if the inequality zyx  hold in X, then 

)}(),(min{)( zxy   . 

Lemma 3.3 [7]:
          If  be a fuzzy ideal of KU-algebra X and if yx  , then )()( yx   .

Definition 3.4:
          Let be a fuzzy set on a KU-algebra X, then  is called a fuzzy KU-subalgebra of X  if 

)},(),(min{)( yxyx   for all Xyx , .

4. Intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal in KU-algebra. 
Definition 4.1:
          An Intuitionistic fuzzy set (briefly IFS) A in a nonempty set X is an object having the 

form },|))(),(,{( XxxxxA A   where the function A : ]1,0[X and

A : ]1,0[X denote the degree of membership and degree of non membership, respectively and 

1)()(0  xx AA  for all Xx . An Intuitionistic fuzzy set 

}|))(),(,{( XxxxxA A   in X can be identified to an order pair ),( BA  in XX II  . 

We shall use the symbol ),( AAA  for IFS }|))(),(,{( XxxxxA A   . 

Definition 4.2:

          An IFS ),( AAA  in a KU-algebra X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-subalgebra of X if it satisfies 

the following 

     (I S1) )}(),(min{)( yxyx AAA  
     (I S2) )}(),(max{)( yxyx AAA   , for all Xyx , . 

Example 4.3:

          Let }4,3,2,1,0{X as in example 2.4, and ),( AAA  be an IFS in X defined 

by  7.0)4()3()2()0( AAAA  )1(3.0 A , 
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and )1(5.02.0)4()3()2()0( AAAAA   . Then ),( AAA  is an intuitionistic fuzzy 

KU-subalgebra of X.
Lemma 4.4:

          Every, intuitionistic fuzzy subalgebra ),( AAA  of X satisfies the inequalities 

)()0( xAA   , and )()0( xAA   for all Xx . 

Proof:

),()}(),(min{)()0( xxxxx AAAAA   and

).()}(),(max{)()0( xxxxx AAAAA   1

Definition 4.5:

          An IFS ),( AAA  in X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X if it satisfies the following 

inequalities:

     (IFK1) )()0( xAA   and ),()0( xAA  
     (IFK2) )},()),((min{)( yzyxzx AAA  
     (IFK3) )},()),((max{)( yzyxzx AAA   for all .,, Xzyx 
Example 4.6:

          Let }4,3,2,1,0{X as in example 2.4, Define IFS ),( AAA  in X as follows

,1)2()0(  AA  tAAA  )3()3()1(  . ,0)2()0(  AA 
sAAA  )4()3()1(  . Where ]1,0[, st and 1 st . By routine calculations we know 

that ),( AAA  is an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X.  

Definition 4.7:
          For any ]1,0[t and a fuzzy set  in a nonempty set X, the set })(|{:),( txXxtU   is called 

an upper t-level cut of  , and the set 

})(|{:),( txXxtL   is called a lower t-level cut of  .

Theorem 4.8: 

          An IFS ),( AAA  is an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X if and only if for all ]1,0[, ts , the set 

),( tU A and ),( sL A are either empty or KU-ideal of X.

Proof. Let ),( AAA  be an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X and ),( tU A ),( sL A  . Since 

tA )0( and sA )0( , let Xzyx ,, be such that

),()( tUzyx A . ),( tUy A , then tzyxA  ))(( and tyA )( , it follows that 

tyzyxzx AAA  )}()),((min{)(  , so that ),( tUzx A . 

Hence ),( tU A is an KU-ideal of X. let Xzyx ,, be such that ),()( sLzyx A
and ),( sLy A , then szyxA  ))(( and syA )( which imply that 

syzyxzx AAA  )}()),((max{)(  . Thus ),( sLzx A and therefore ),( sL A is a 

KU-ideal of X. 

Conversely, assume that for each ]1,0[, ts , the sets ),( tU A and ),( sL A are either empty or 

KU-ideal of X. For any Xx , let txA )( and sxA )( . Then x ),( tU A ),( sL A and so 

),( tU A ),( sL A  . Since ),( tU A and ),( sL A are KU-ideal of X, therefore 

0 ),( tU A ),( sL A . Hence )()0( xt AA   and )()0( xs AA   for all Xx . 

If there exist Xzyx  ,, be such that )}()),((min{)( yzyxzx AAA   . Then by taking 

)}}()),((min{)({
2

1
:0 yzyxzxt AAA   , we get
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)}()),((min{)( 0 yzyxtzx AAA   and hence  )( yx ),( 0tU A , 

 )( zyx ),( 0tU A and y ),( 0tU A , i.e. ),( 0tU A is not an KU-ideal of X, which make a 

contradiction. Finally assume that there exist Xcba ,, such that 

)}()),((max{)( bcbaca AAA   . Then by taking

)}}()),((max{)({
2

1
:0 bcbacas AAA   , we get 

)()}()),((max{ 0 casbcba AAA   therefore  ))(( cba ),( 0sL A and b ),( 0sL A
but  )( ca ),( 0sL A , which make a contradiction. This completes the proof.

5. Homomorphism of KU-algebra: 
Definition 5.1: 
          Let )0,,( X and )0,,( Y be KU-algebras. A mapping YXf : is said to be a homomorphism if 

)()()( yfxfyxf  for all Xyx , . Note that if YXf : is a homomorphism of KU-algebras, 

then 0)0( f . Let YXf : be a homomorphism of KU-algebras for any I F S ),( AAA  in Y, we 

define new I F S ),( f
A

f
A

fA  in X by ))((:)( xfx A
f
A   , and ))((:)( xfx A

f
A   for all Xx . 

Theorem 5.2: 

          Let YXf : be a homomorphism of KU-algebras. If the IFS ),( AAA  , is an intuitionistic fuzzy 

KU-ideal of Y, then the IFS ),( f
A

f
A

fA  in X is an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X. 

Proof. )0())0(()0())((:)( f
AAAA

f
A fxfx   , and 

)0())0(()0())((:)( f
AAAA

f
A fxfx   , for all Xyx , . And 

))}(())),()(()((min{))()(())((:)( yfzfyfxfzfxfzxfzx AAAA
f
A  

))}(()),(((min{))}(()),()((min{ yfzyxfyfzyfxf AAAA  
)}()),((min{ yzyx f

A
f
A   , and  ))()(())((:)( zfxfzxfzx AA

f
A 

))}(()),())()(((max{ yfzfyfxf AA   ))}(()),(((max{ yfzyxf AA  
))}(()),(((max{ yfzyxf AA   )}()),((max{ yzyx f

A
f

A   . 

Hence ),( f
A

f
A

fA  is an intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal in X. 

6. Product of intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal.
Definition 6.1:
         Let  and  be are two fuzzy sets in the set X. the Cartesian product ]1,0[:  XX is defined 

by, )}(),(min{),)(( yxyx   , and ]1,0[:  XXBA  is defined by 

)}(),(max{),)(( yxyx BABA   for all Xyx , .

Definition 6.2:

          Let ),,( AAXA  and ),,( BBXB  are two IFS of X, the Cartesian product 

),,( BABAXXBA   is defined by )}(),(min{),)(( yxyx BABA   and 

)}(),(max{),)(( yxyx BABA   where ]1,0[:  XXBA  , for all

Xyx , .

Remark 6.3:
       Let X and Y be a KU-algebras, we define on YX  by: For 
every YXvuyx ),(),,( ),(),(),( vyuxvuyx  then clearly ))0,0(,;( YX is KU-algebra.
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Proposition 6.4 

Let ),,( AAXA  , ),,( BBXB  are intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X, then BA is intuitionistic 

fuzzy KU-ideal of XX  . 

Proof. ),()}(),(min{)}0(),0(min{)0,0( yxyx BABABABA   , for all Xyx , . 

And ),()}(),(max{)}0(),0(max{)0,0( yxyx BABABABA   , for all Xyx , . 

Now let XXzzyyxx ),(),,(),,( 212121 , then 

)},)(())),,(),((),)((min{( 21212121 yyzzyyxx BABA  
= )},)(()),,(),((),)((min{( 21221121 yyzyzyxx BABA  
= )},)(()),(),()(min{( 21222111 yyzyxzyx BABA  
= )}}(),({))},(()),((min{{ 21222111 yyzyxzyx BABA  
= )}()),((min{)},()),((min{min{ 22221111 yzyxyzyx BBAA  

)}(),(min{)}()),((min{)},()),((min{min{ 221122221111 zxzxyzyxyzyx BABBAA  
= ),)(( 2211 zxzxBA   . And )},)(())),,(),((),)((max{( 21212121 yyzzyyxx BABA  
= )},)(())),(),((),)((max{( 21221121 yyzyzyxx BABA  
= )},)(()),(),()(max{( 21222111 yyzyxzyx BABA  
= )}}(),({))},(()),((max{{ 21222111 yyzyxzyx BABA  
= )}()),((max{)},()),((max{max{ 22221111 yzyxyzyx BBAA  

)}(),(max{)}()),((max{)},()),((max{max{ 221122221111 zxzxyzyxyzyx BABBAA   = 

),)(( 2211 zxzxBA  . This completes the proof. 

Definition 6.5:

          Let ),,( AAXA  and ),,( BBXB  are intuitionistic fuzzy subset of KU-algebras X. for 

]1,0[, ts the set }),)((|),{(:),( syxXXyxsU BABA   is called upper level of 

),)(( yxBA   and }),)((|),{(:),( tyxXXyxtL BABA   is called lower level of 

),)(( yxBA   .

Theorem 6.6:

          An intuitionistic fuzzy set ),,( AAXA  and ),,( BBXB  are intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X

if and only if the non empty set upper s-level cut ),( sU BA   and the non empty t-level cut ),( tL BA  
are KU-ideal of XX  for any ]1,0[, ts . 

Proof. Let ),,( AAXA  and ),,( BBXB  are intuitionistic fuzzy KU-ideal of X, therefore for any 

),( yx XX  , ),()}(),(min{)}0(),0(min{)0,0( yxyx BABABABA   and for 

]1,0[s , if szxzxzzxx BABA  ),)((),)(( 22112121  , therefore 

 ),( 2211 zxzx ),( sU BA   .Let XXzzyyxx ),(),,(),,( 212121 be such 

that  ))),(),((),(( 212121 zzyyxx ),( sU BA   , and ),( 21 yy ),( sU BA   . 

Now 

),)(()),(),)((( 22112121  zxzxzzxx BABA 
)},()())),,(),((),)((min{( 21212121 yyzzyyxx BABA   = 
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sssyyzyxzyx BABA  },min{)},()()),(),()(min{( 21222111  , therefore 

 ),(),( 2121 zzxx )),,)((( syxU BA   is KU-ideal of XX  . In a similar way, we can prove 

that )),,)((( tyxL BA   is a KU-ideal of XX  . This completes the proof. 
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